08 - 16 - 2020 ORCO Update
Hello everyone!
Remember, this Saturday August 22 is the ORCO Outdoor Pistol and Rifle match. Steak and
Beans Rimfire Matches will begin at the end of the month. Please see below for more
information. Jim has provided some additional information for the rifle portion of Saturday’s
match:

ORCO Rifle Match, Saturday, Aug. 22, 2020, 1000hrs-1600hrs
This will be a scored Rifle Match. Re-shoots or shots at steel targets will be allowed as
time allows. There is no sign up in place, so it will be first come first served. If that is a
hardship and you need a specific time to shoot you can call or text me and I will do my
best to schedule you.
This match is designed for center fire semi-auto tactical style rifles or carbines such as
the AR15 or a pistol caliber carbine. Any sight or sight system may be used. IPSC or
USPSA paper targets and/or steel targets will be used. Scoring will be a modified
Virginia Count. (points divided by time=score) and a shot timer will be used. A shooter
should have about 50 rounds, at least two magazines and an Empty Chamber
Indicator.
There will be only a few long range targets and the rest will be close and fast shooting.
Jim Calandra
440 668 5627

ORCO Outdoor Open Exercise Day
! Shoot as much as you want for one price !
! No Registration Necessary Just Show Up and Shoot !
WHEN: August 22nd, 2020 ORCO Outdoor Range Open Exercise. (Weather and Community Health Dependent).
What: This is an exercise open house where shooters can evaluate and practice their skills on the flat range choosing
between multiple courses of fire. The 50-yard range will have 3 courses of fire that will consist of a stage to practice
basic fundamental skills course, a fun multiple target engagement course and a
two-man go-fast course. No official scoring will be kept, but timers will be present for reference.
Shooters can choose between a 50-yard pistol, revolver or pistol carbine open exercise with 3 courses of fire, a 100-yard
rifle match with one course of fire or both matches.

50-yard course pistol and pistol carbine match: This match is designed for any pistol, revolver or pistol
carbine. Set will be 3 courses of fire on the 50-yard range that will have shooters engage multiple paper and steel targets
from a stationary position and while moving between positions. Shooters can use any sights or sight systems. USPSA
targets, steel targets, and barricades will be used.

100-yard course Rifle Match: (Please see above for more information on this match) This match
is designed for center fire semi-auto tactical style rifles or carbines such as the AR15 or a pistol caliber carbine, however
any center fire rifle may be used. Any sight or sight system may be used. IPSC, paper, or steel targets may be used. Bring
at least 50 rounds of ammo. Be prepared for some close and long shots. Reshoots will be permitted as time allows.

REGISTRATION and SQUADDING: This is an open shoot during the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. No
registration necessary. Shoot as much as you want for one price.

Cost:
Prices are the same for members as well as non-members. Exact change please.
One price for all course of fire. $20

Equipment Needed 50- and 100-Yard Range:
50-yard range: A semi-automatic pistol, revolver or pistol caliber Carbine 9mm. As many magazines as you want. Eye and
Ear protection are mandatory.
100-yard range: A center fire semi-automatic tactical style rifle or carbine such as the AR-15 platform or pistol caliber
carbine, however any center fire rifle may be used. Shooter may also use any sight or sight system. Eye and ear

protection mandatory.
Scoring: Scoring will not be officially kept for the pistol portion of this event, but timers will be present for reference.
The rifle portion of this event will be scored as indicated above. This is an open exercise day.

50 Yard Pistol and Pistol Carbine Targets:
USPSA Paper Targets Used and Steel Targets.

Targets used will be:
Target Zone
A
C
D

Target “Hurt Zones”
Kill Shot
I’m Hurt Shot
I’m Still Fighting Shot

For more information send an email to: orcosportsman@gmail.com

2020 Fall Steak & Beans .22 Caliber Rim Fire Matches
Where:

ORCO Indoor Range

When:

7:00 PM August 31, September 14 and 21 (Mondays). Dinner will
be on September 30 (Wednesday) at Zappitelli’s Restaurant in Mentor

What:

2 National Match courses of fire each night, 6 matches for
record, make ups will be completed after everyone has
completed their scheduled match. Ultimately, there will be
two teams, winners get steak (veal Parm) & Losers get beans
(chicken Parm).

Caliber:

.22 RF (Iron or Optic sights) NRA rules apply.

Why:

A warm up for the CCPL league competition and introduce
new shooters to the challenge & fun of “bulls-eye” pistol
shooting.

Cost:

$30.00 (this includes dinner and targets) Please no cash, pay
by check made out to “ORCO”

Who:

ORCO Members and Guests of ORCO Members. Participants
are expected to help score and check targets.

How:

Just show up! Shooters will be assigned relays first come
first serve. Shooters can also shoot ahead (time permitting).

Questions: Contact Mark Hansen @ 216-334-9635 or John Knack 440-354-5033
Note:

Prior to Steak & Beans if there is interest, we will have a bulls-eye
Clinic for new shooters who want to learn how to shoot this
discipline.
Please let me know if you are interested in the clinic or know
Someone else who is.

